
MAUQUENCHY - 27 November 

Race 1 

1. ERISTOFF GOLD - Running consistently well this campaign but does struggle to 
win. Solid place chance.  

2. ESCAPADE DU LAYON - Interesting on 2.5m second at Lignieres two starts back. 
Not the most consistent and has disappointed since but a genuine threat if showing 
best.  

3. DANAE FOR EVER - Uninspiring form figures this campaign and happy to oppose.  

4. DJOAMAX - Out of form and unlikely to factor.  

5. ETOILE DE MONGOCHY - DQ on reappearance. Long-standing maiden and 
unlikely to change that statistic.  

6. ECLAIR DE CERIZE - 11m fourth at Argentan 12 days ago. Each way claims. 

7. ELIXIR DE LARA - Impressed when going clear for 8.9m success at Saint Malo. 
That was a big return to form and can go close with similar performance.  

8. EOLE DESBOIS - Ended last campaign out of form but resumes dropped in grade 
and is hard to rule out.  

9. CHANELLE DE GINAI - Placed on last two starts and in better form. Beaten 9.2m 
latest and can improve again. Big chance.  

10. CAPRICE DE STAR - Modest gelding that looks worth opposing.  

11. CHEMIN DU JACKY - Resumes. Has won first up in the past however so worth a 
market check on return.  

12. CARABI DU JACKY - Placed on back to back starts earlier in the campaign but 
lost his way and needs to bounce back. 

13. CEDRE DES VAUCHAUX - Struggled since good second four starts ago. Long 
way below that level since however and needs to bounce back.  

14. DELICE DU NORD - 10m fifth at Le Croise-Laroche came in a lot stronger contest. 
Has an honest overall record and could easily secure another victory. 

15. DELTA DE L'ERDRE - Out of form and happy to take on.  

16. DURFAN - Struggled both runs this campaign and happy to oppose following that.  



Summary 

ELIXIR DE LARA (7) powered clear for wide margin victory when last seen. This is no 

tougher and can prove hard to beat. CHANELLE DE GINAI (9) placed on last two 

starts. Clearly in great form and likely to give another bold showing. Keep safe. DELICE 

DU NORD (14) was beaten 10m in a stronger race. Will find this easier and looks a 

genuine threat to all. ECLAIR DE CERIZE (6) just missed the placings when last in 

action. Seems to be improving of late and has each way claims. 

Selections 

ELIXIR DE LARA (7) - CHANELLE DE GINAI (9) - DELICE DU NORD (14) - 

ECLAIR DE CERIZE (6)  



Race 2 

1. EASY DE TROUVILLE - Back to back poor runs and unlikely to show any more. 

2. DUC DE LARRE - Second on two of last three starts and looks overdue a victory. 

Upped in grade but has each way claims. 

3. DEAL DE JAPE - Uninspiring recent form figures and happy to oppose.  

4. DONA DE BEYLEV - Inconsistent mare but has placed twice from last four starts. 

Hard to rule out.  

5. EXQUISE DANCER - Well beaten fifth at Vincennes in a competitive race. Will enjoy 

drop in grade and has each way claims. 

6. EVER - Won three starts ago but well beaten both runs subsequently.  

7. DIABOLIC QUEEN - Won three outings ago at Rambouillet. Struggled when upped 

in grade since and this may prove too tough.  

8. ELVIRA FLIGNY - 27m third at Graignes three starts ago was a fair effort but fairly 

disappointing since. Needs more.  

9. ELIOTT D'AGENVILLE - DQ latest but likely better judged on form of 5.2m success 

in start before. Threat to all if finding the finish.  

10. ELPHIE DU MARIN - String of DQ and hard to fancy. 

11. ELZA DE SOUVIGNE - Not disgraced in recent preps and has a good record when 

running third up. Each way chance.  

Summary 

ELIOTT D'AGENVILLE (9) impressed when powering clear for a success at La Capelle 

two starts back. Unfortunate to be DQ only run since. The one to beat if finding the 

finish. DUC DE LARRE (2) is in good form at present. Second twice from last three 

outings. Big winning chance. ELZA DE SOUVIGNE (11) shaped better than the 

position suggests on recent starts. Now third up so could be primed. Genuine threat to 

all. EXQUISE DANCER (5) drops in grade after a better effort at Vincennes. Each way 

hope. 

Selections 

ELIOTT D'AGENVILLE (9) - DUC DE LARRE (2) - ELZA DE SOUVIGNE (11) - 

EXQUISE DANCER (5)  



Race 3 

1. HARGUIN - Placed five starts ago but struggled since. Needs more.  

2. HONOR JIEL - Impressive 7.6m winner at this track on reappearance but DQ since. Back 
down in grade. Keep safe.  

3. HADIASTART - Powered clear for 13m success at Laon two runs ago. Impressed that day 
and this is only marginally tougher. Interesting.  

4. HADRIEN - Made impressive winning debut and then good second since. Upped in grade 
but can progress. Keep safe.  

5. HARRY D'OURVILLE - In three career starts has already managed to win and place. 
Progressive type that is worth holding safe.  

6. HILLINOIS - 20m fourth at Angers two weeks ago. Place claims if improving again.  

7. HAITI ISLAND - Ended last campaign with a win and a place. Has a good driver booked 
and a threat to all if primed for return.  

8. HORACE - Impressive 34m winner at this track two runs ago but failed to back that up 
subsequently. Hard to trust however. Big threat to all at best.  

9. HERCULE DU PARC - Beaten 50m into fifth on reappearance. Needs improvement on that 
to factor here.  

10. HALTESSE DU BOIS - DQ back to back starts and hard to fancy following that.  

11. HERCULE DE BEA - Game 6.6m winner at La Capelle. That was a career best and may 
now be improving. Solid pick.  

12. HIRONDELLE FEE - Failed to finish on three of last four starts. Happy to oppose following 
that.  

13. HERMES DU CHENE - Placed three times from eight career starts and on two of last four. 
Each way claims.  

14. HIGHLAND REEL - Out of form and easily opposed.  

Summary 

HERCULE DE BEA (11) impressed when a 6.6m winner at La Capelle. Can improve 
again and is expected to be hard to beat. HONOR JIEL (2) scored in good style at this 
track two starts ago. Will enjoy the return here and is worth holding safe. HADRIEN (4) 
only had two outings so far but already won and placed. Could continue progressing 
and easy to fancy. HAITI ISLAND (7) is interesting. Resumes with good driver booked. 
Threat to all on form and confidence would be boosted if seeing market support on 
return. 

Selections 

HERCULE DE BEA (11) - HONOR JIEL (2) - HADRIEN (4) - HAITI ISLAND (7)  



Race 4 

1. GALOPIN DE MARTHE - Game 1.3m success at Nantes made it three wins from last five. 
This is his toughest task yet but in great form. Go close.  

2. GERONIMO DE VIETTE - Impressive 7.9m winner at Vire two starts back and then narrowly 
beaten since. Should give another bold running.  

3. GARGANTUA - Modest form figures this campaign and happy to oppose.  

4. GOSSIP - Great record for this driver. Improving gelding that has each way claims. 

5. GALA D'URFIST - Resumed in great form having placed then won two starts since. Game 
5.3m winner at Reims last time and deserves chance. Keep safe.  

6. GOLDORACK - Won three starts ago but that run stands out as generally been running 
modestly this campaign.  

7. GAMIN DU LERRE - 1.3m second at Reims was best run for some time. Interesting if able 
to progress again.  

8. GOOD AS NEW - Back to back DQ and happy to oppose following that.  

9. GAMAY - 0.1 success at Vincennes in this grade. If anything this looks slightly weaker 
however so expected to be hard to beat.  

10. GOUROU - Impressive 6.7m winner at Caen two starts ago but DQ when upped in grade. 
Worth another chance at this level.  

11. GRAPPILLEUR - Lost his way of late and happy to take on.  

12. GABY STAR - 21m fourth at La Capelle two weeks ago. That was a fair run and has place 
claims if progressing.  

13. GANSU SAN - Uninspiring form figures and would need to see market push on return.  

14. GOLD D'ECROVILLE - Beaten just 1.4m when attempting to secure back to back wins. 
Clearly in great form and looks a solid pick.  

Summary 

GAMAY (9) gamely held rivals for 0.1m victory in a competitive contest. Expected to 
be hard to beat once more. GALA D'URFIST (5) won last two starts. Upped in grade 
but no surprise were he able to secure the hat-trick. GOLD D'ECROVILLE (14) is in 
great form at present. Has conditions to suit and looks a solid pick. Include. 
GERONIMO DE VIETTE (2) powered clear for an impressive success two outings 
back. Good placed finish since. Each way claims. 

Selections 

GAMAY (9) - GALA D'URFIST (5) - GOLD D'ECROVILLE (14) - GERONIMO DE 
VIETTE (2)  



Race 5 

1. FIDELIO DE DIGEON - Uninspiring recent form figures and easily opposed.  

2. EDEN DE VAUVERT - Yet to factor first up and happy to just watch on return.  

3. FILOU DU CAIEU - Placed on last two starts. Beaten just 6.7m last time and definite place 
claims.  

4. FOLLOW JOSSELYN - Powered home for 0.1m victory over course and distance nine days 
ago. This is tougher but could easily improve. 

5. EXIL D'EREVAN - Disappointing last time but running consistently well prior and worth 
another chance.  

6. EASY BUSINESS - Well beaten on reappearance and would have to improve sharply if he 
is to play a part.  

7. ELVIS DES LUCAS - Uninspiring form figures and looks out of his depth.  

8. ELECTRO CADENCE - Well beaten on reappearance. Unlikely to factor in this.  

9. FIGHTER KISS - Won back to back starts earlier in the campaign but struggled since. Must 
bounce back.  

10. FANFAN DU LUPIN - 13m fifth at Laval was a fair run. Each way claims following that.  

11. FADILA - In good form having placed on last two outings. Beaten just 2.7m third at Cabourg 
so does not need to find much to break though. Shortlist.  

12. FOLIE D'OREL - Struggling of late and likely best watched here.  

13. ECRIN DE MESLAY - Game 1.3m winner at Nantes. Can progress again so look to keep 
safe.  

14. EPICO BLUE - DQ on five of last six starts but secured impressive 14m victory the time 
he did find the finish. Clearly hard to trust but a potential threat.  

15. FIRST DU RONCERET - Ended last campaign out of form and unlikely to factor on return.  

Summary 

ECRIN DE MESLAY (13) placed two starts back and then won last time. Clearly in 
great form and expected to be involved. FOLLOW JOSSELYN (4) was a game winner 
over course and distance. Will relish the return here and looks a solid pick. FADILA 
(11) was narrowly beaten latest and can progress again. Keep safe. EPICO BLUE (14) 
struggles to find the finish but has a lot of ability if able to do so. Potential threat to all. 

Selections 

ECRIN DE MESLAY (13) - FOLLOW JOSSELYN (4) - FADILA (11) - EPICO BLUE 
(14)  



Race 6 

1. FAMOUS DREAM - Unappealing form figures this campaign and may struggle once 
more.  

2. FRANCE D'OCCAGNES - 1.3m second at Graignes was a good performance. This 
is tougher but should remain in good form. Rates well. 

3. FOLLOW MY STAR - 8.1m third at Nancy was best run for some time. Threat to all 
if able to improve again.  

4. FILOU D'ARQUENAY - Struggling this campaign and would need a major upswing 
to factor here.  

5. FIMOKO STAR - 27m fourth at a country track 26 days ago. Needs more upped in 
grade.  

6. FAKIR DE PUCH - DQ last three starts. Hard to fancy following that.  

7. FOSTINE DE CRENNES - Placed five starts ago but well beaten since. Happy to 
oppose.  

8. FISTON D'HAUFOR - Has been freshened. Has placed first up in the past however 
so little fitness concerns. Hard to rule out.  

9. FASHION MAKER - Second on last two starts and looks overdue a victory. Rates 
well and is easy to fancy. 

10. FOLLE TIGRESSE - DQ latest but has good record for this driver and is hard to 
rule out.  

11. FABIOLA DE SALSA - Placed two starts back but DQ since. Interesting if able to 
find the finish but hard to trust.  

12. FLOU ARTISTIQUE - Modest form this campaign and likely to struggle once more.  

13. FIONA DE COQUERIE - 2.7m second at Laval reads as strong form. This is no 
tougher and expected to run a bold race. 

14. FAON DE GUERINIERE - Well beaten on reappearance but is better than that. No 
surprise to see sharp improvement. Good driver booked. Shortlisted.  

15. FEE LUCERNAISE - Running consistently this campaign and has place chances.  

16. FAN DE PHYT'S - 5.3m winner at Lyon La Soie of similar contest. Thriving at 
present and can be hard to beat. 

17. FLYING BRICKELL - Ended last campaign out of form but has won fresh in the 
past so no surprise were he to factor first up.  



Summary 

FAN DE PHYT'S (16) powered clear for impressive victory in similar contest last time. 

Generally a consistent type and can be hard to beat. FASHION MAKER (9) finished 

second on last two starts and looks overdue a win. Clearly in great form and could 

progress again. Keep safe. FIONA DE COQUERIE (13) was a close second at Laval. 

This is no tougher and easy to fancy. FRANCE D'OCCAGNES (2) placed on last two 

outings. Is warming towards a victory. Each way claims. 

Selections 

FAN DE PHYT'S (16) - FASHION MAKER (9) - FIONA DE COQUERIE (13) - 

FRANCE D'OCCAGNES (2)  



Race 7 

1. EUROPA THONIC - Ended last campaign out of form and yet to show much when running 

fresh so happy to oppose.  

2. ECUREUIL BABOU - 8m fourth at Chartres was a good run and has an each way chance.  

3. EMIR DU BOUILLON - 12m fifth at Chartres last time. Needs improvement upon that 

amongst this field.  

4. ESSENCE ET SENS - Won four starts ago but struggled since. Capable of a strong showing 

but hard to trust.  

5. ETOILE VICTORY - Progressing this campaign. 4.2m third at Saint Brieuc and a threat to 

all if improving again.  

6. EL CANTADOR PHEDO - Running consistently of late without troubling the judge. Place 

may prove best.  

7. EISHIRO DEM'S - Won two starts back and placed since. Clearly in great form and has a 

big each way chance. 

8. ECLAIR VIVANCIERE - 5.3m fourth at Saint Brieuc 19 days ago. That was a fair run but 

will need to improve again. 

9. EMMA ROYALE - Well beaten last two starts and happy to oppose following that.  

10. ELITE DE PUCH - Uninspiring recent form figures. Looks up against it.  

11. ECHEC ET MAT - Placed on last two starts. Beaten just 0.1m two outings back so could 

not have come any closer. Keep safe.  

12. ELIXIR DE CRENNES - Great winning record and most recent success came three starts 

ago. Disappointing on last two but drops back in grade. Expected to finish close up.  

13. EXPERT DE LA COTE - DQ last two starts and happy to oppose following that.  

14. EVEREST DE BLARY - Struggling to find best form this campaign. Ignore.  

15. ECOSSE BLEUE - Running consistently but only managing mid-field finishes. May prove 

best watched.  

16. EASYMEDE - Won three starts ago but struggled since. No real surprise to see her bounce 

back.  

17. ENJEU DAIRPET - 3m second at Chartres two starts back was a good run and unfortunate 

to be DQ since. Interesting.  

18. ECLAIR DE CALENDES - Well beaten on both starts so far this campaign and unlikely to 

improve enough. 



Summary 

ECHEC ET MAT (11) placed on last two starts. Rates well and looks primed to strike 

now. The one to beat. ELIXIR DE CRENNES (12) has been highly tried of late and can 

find this much more suitable. Holds a great winning record and worth holding safe. 

EISHIRO DEM'S (7) scored two outings back and placed subsequently. In great form 

at present and looks a major each way player. ETOILE VICTORY (5) progressed with 

every start this campaign. Each way claims. 

Selections 

ECHEC ET MAT (11) - ELIXIR DE CRENNES (12) - EISHIRO DEM'S (7) - ETOILE 

VICTORY (5)  



Race 8 

1. DOLLAR DU CHATELET - Uninspiring recent form figures and easily opposed.  

2. TUXEDO BI - Impressive 8.1m winner at Reims on second career start. Could be 
anything at this stage and is very interesting.  

3. DESIREZ MOI - Modest form this campaign. Happy to oppose.  

4. MASSIVE ATTACK - String of poor results. Unlikely to improve enough to factor 
here.  

5. DUC PARENTIER - Out of form and may struggle once more.  

6. CALYPSO D'ARGENTRE - Well beaten on reappearance but should improve for 
that run.  

7. DEVERIA - 25m fourth at Laval 12 days ago. This is a lot tougher and a place would 
be slightly surprising.  

8. DUANG TAA - Placed on two of last three starts. In good form and has each way 
claims..  

9. CITAN DU SOUND - 13m fourth at Reims two starts back was a good run but took 
a backward step last time. Goes well for this driver though and has each way claims.  

10. SAY THAT AGAIN - Likeable gelding that has good course record. Each way 
player.  

11. CLOVIS MONTAVAL - Good placed finish three starts back but disappointing 
since.  

12. BELPHEGOR DU PAJ - Running consistently well without troubling the judge. 
Needs more if he is to find the money.  

13. CALIMERO DU THIOLE - DQ latest but in great form before and likely worth 
ignoring latest run. Winning claims.  

14. BLUE LABEL - Lost his way recently and unlikely to play much of a part here.  

15. COMTE DES TITHAIS - DQ latest but had won back to back starts prior including 
in a better grade than this. May be hard to beat. 

16. ATCHOUM PAN - 5.2m second at Enghien. That was best run form some time but 
will need a lot more back up in grade.  

17. BEST OF BOURBON - In good form earlier in the campaign but disappointing last 
two starts and needs more.  

18. DREAM CASH - Contested some strong races last campaign and resumes in much 
easier contest. Has won first up in the past so no fitness concerns. Llikely to play a 
major role.  



Summary 

COMTE DES TITHAIS (15) secured back to back wins this campaign including in a 

better grade than this. Can be hard to beat. CALIMERO DU THIOLE (13) was thriving 

prior to DQ. Worth excusing that run and holds big winning claims. DREAM CASH (18) 

resumes in easier race than he usually contests. Big threat to all if resuming fit. DUANG 

TAA (8) placed on two of last three outings. Clearly in good form and holds each way 

claims. 

Selections 

COMTE DES TITHAIS (15) - CALIMERO DU THIOLE (13) - DREAM CASH (18) - 

DUANG 


